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Meg Buerkle Hunn, Advisory Council Chair
. “You can

count the number of seeds in an apple, but you cannot
know the number of apples there are in a seed.”
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I love this saying… so true, about so many things! I
am so grateful that someone long ago had the faith
to plant the seed that became the apple tree
outside my kitchen window. That tree is like good
company. Right now, among her changing leaves,
she’s holding onto a few red apples that are being
nibbled by the birds. We’ve collected much of her
bounty, and her apples have become sustenance
for us in the form of apple sauce, apple chutney,
apple cakes, apple pies.
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This has been one of her generous years. Soon, her
leaves will all fall, showing dancing limbs and
branches and sloping trunk upon which a birdhouse
perches precariously. In the spring, she puts on a
glorious gown of scented flowers… and in the
summer, my daughter loves to climb between her
green leaves and growing apples. She’s good company, that apple tree. I wonder if whoever
planted her long ago had any idea whatsoever the joy and wonder and delight she would bring?
Photo: M. Hunn

I’ll confess that patience is one of the (many!) lessons my garden is teaching me. We planted
several bare root fruit trees during our first New Mexico season. I remember they looked like
little sticks piercing the ground. Over the past three years, they’ve grown, but it is slow going… I
cannot imagine the patience and faith of growing apples from a seed.

~Meg

Editor:
Kate Shadock
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Down & Dirty with Rachel-Sandoval County Extension Agent
So … you thought you could escape election news by turning to the Sandoval Extension Master Gardener newsletter, did
you? Well, think again because elections are coming up in Plantoval, and the mayor, sheriff, and judge positions are up
for grabs. You can cast your ballot here. Results will be announced in the December newsletter. (Candidate photos from
NMSU Extension)

Candidates for Mayor
Puncturevine (AKA Goatheads, Tribulus terrestris)

“I am the tough-on-crime candidate and will stick it to the criminals. Criminals are taking over
our great town, and we will be lying in wait for them where they least expect it. But I realize that
these are hard times for people with sky-high inflation, and some people in our community live
in food deserts. That is why I will provide pollen and nectar for those pollinators where no other
plants dare to go. My opponent, Russian Thistle, is a Putin crony and a complete pushover. You
merely blow on her, and she topples over. You can’t expect her to take a stand to Putin, one of
the greatest threats facing our world.”

Russian Thistle (Salsola tragus)

“I am the candidate of the everyday man. I have a solid career of spreading the seeds of
knowledge far and wide and will do the same in the mayor’s office. I will support our
citizens in every way I can, even if that means going over rough terrain. Don’t be fooled
by Puncturevine’s tough-on-crime stance. His methods will hurt every man, dog, and tire
around, not just the criminals.”

Candidates for Sheriff
Johnsongrass (Sorghum halepense)

“I have deep roots in Plantoval and walk among my constituents. I love my community
and know its members well. I have no plans to leave, as evidenced by the 275 feet of
rhizomes I can produce a year. Family is important to me, and I am a loving mother,
putting out seeds for 80,000 potential new Johnsongrass plants a year. You can trust that I
will look out for each of Plantoval’s citizens as if they were my own children and crack
down on drugs and gangs. In contrast, Siberian Elm is an invader into our community who
moves fast and breaks things, but not in the Silicon Valley, idea-generating way.”
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Siberian Elm (Ulmus pumila)

“I have our community’s welfare at heart. In my previous law enforcement roles, I
served as a break to the wind that aimed to whip up our youth in riots. My ability to
stabilize the soil and make our community safer prevented soil particles from leaving
Plantoval. As a result, we are a vibrant, thriving community instead of a has-been with a
large brain-drain. Johnsongrass is xenophobic and doesn’t know when she is no longer
welcome. I have proven to be adaptable and can thrive in a variety of conditions.”

Candidates for Judge
Tree of Heaven (Ailanthus altissima)

“I am a man of God, and the Word from above will guide my decisions. My critics like to
disparage me and call me Tree of Hell but walk under my care and shade on a hot, summer day,
and you will appreciate the coolness I bring. I follow the straight-and-narrow, and forts have
been built with my backs. I will not shy away from hard decisions and will consider all cases with
care, even those where the soil conditions are harsh. Field Bindweed is corrupt, with her
octopus tentacles in everything, and she robs our constituents of their water. She cannot be
trusted to be a fair judge.”

Field bindweed (Convolvulus arvensis)

“I am an honest, community-oriented judge. Throughout my judicial career, I have
proven that I stick to my word. I have extensive roots in Plantoval and have played in the
local painted trumpet band for decades. Tree of Heaven is not as righteous as he claims.
Once you examine him closer and crush his leaves, the stench of his ways becomes clear.
He is a masquerader, looking for nothing more than to selfishly advance his career.”

On another note … I am looking for a garden or farm that is willing to host a workshop for installing a drip irrigation system in
early spring/late winter. If you are interested, please contact me: rzweig@nmsu.edu.

Last months’s puzzler: A baseball and baseball bat together cost $1.10. The bat costs $1 more than the baseball. How
much does the baseball cost?
Answer: $0.05
This month’s puzzler: What can you put in a barrel to make it lighter? (And in case you think like me and want to blow
air into the barrel to displace the water, the barrel is empty.)
New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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November Garden Checklist
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Great time to dig new beds for spring planting and cover them with compost to get the soil ready
Clean, oil and sharpen garden tools before putting them away for a few months
Check out new roses and place orders to receive in April – perfect for planting
Plant winter vegetables starts – too cool to plant seeds
Consider starting paperwhite and amaryllis bulbs for indoor holiday blooms
Source: Month-by-Month Gardening: Arizona, Nevada, & New Mexico Jacqueline A. Soule

You Might Be A Gardener If…
With thanks to Lois Flowers and others
You’ve been known to use pretty much anything as a planter – a leaky birdbath, a hollowed out rock…
You’ve given sections of your yard their own names (as if you are running your own personal arboretum); the
Woodland Garden, The Cacti Garden, The Peninsula Gardens.
You have more seed packets than actual vegetables in the crisper drawer of the refrigerator
You’d rather buy perennials than clothes
You believe the best kinds of plants originate in a friend’s garden
You obsess about rain predictions and actual rainfall more than your average farmer
You’ve learned to give yourself gardening grace. You realize that it’s OK to pull up a plant that you’ve coddled
for five years and to move something three time before you find the right spot
You have some sort of compost operation set up in your yard. (Even if you haven’t yet figured out how to
produce actual compost.)
You know the difference between mulch and compost and
how best to use each and know where to buy the best local
ones
“Help with digging” is one of your love languages
The way you work your flower beds or vegetable garden
reminds you of the children’s book, If You Give Mouse A
Cookie
You save and swap seeds with neighbors and friends
You fantasize about seeing friendly critters in the garden
New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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Adapting your Garden to a Changing Climate
Sam Thompson - Sandoval Extension Master Gardener

The Southwestern United States is the hottest and driest area in the country.
Climate change is making the area hotter and drier.
Managing a precious resource: Water
Water is a finite resource that each New Mexican is dependent upon, so each of us should use it wisely. Native plants are
most adapted to our hot and dry conditions and provide beauty while being water wise and attractive to pollinators.
Selecting plants that are adapted to hot and dry conditions are the best choice for your garden.

Carefully select your watering technique to minimize evaporation. 505outside.com offers valuable information on
selecting irrigation for your garden as well as advice on the amount of water for various plants by season. Water early in
the day to avoid watering in the heat of the day. Use mulch to help retain moisture. Check your watering system weekly
and keep it in good repair to avoid waste.
Take advantage of the rain we receive. Design landscapes to channel rainwater to specific planted areas where more
moisture is needed. Plant to control erosion and water runoff. Cisterns and rain barrels can be positioned to capture
rainwater from roof areas to be stored and used as needed.

Put carbon to good use
Carbon is a normal part of healthy soil. Keeping the carbon in the soil helps plants and the environment. Minimize tillage
of the soil. When you remove plants from the soil, cut them off at ground level and allow the roots to decompose and
add to the soil’s organic material. Keep your soil covered year-round, either with plants or cover crops or other types of
mulch. Covered soil helps retain moisture and prevent erosion.

Plant for Diversity
Some plants will adapt better than others to our changing climate. In your vegetable garden think about companion
planting and pollinator attraction. Some plants can provide added protection for your vegetable plants while providing
New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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food for pollinators. Planting a variety of your favorite cultivars will give you a better chance for a successful garden than
monoculture planting. Keep track of the plants that do well and those that do not. If you have a plant that does well and
is an open pollinator (NOT a hybrid) save the seeds and share them with others. Our gardens need to be filled with
locally adapted plants that can thrive in our arid climate.

One goal of the home gardener in this changing climate is to create a large variety of locally adapted plants. A diverse
gene pool of locally adapted plants will be better suited to surviving the changes we confront in the future.

Location, Location, Location
Where you put a plant is important. Deciduous trees planted on west, east and southwest sides of buildings will block
sun during the hot summer and allow the sun to warm the building in winter. Evergreens will block the wind and can
provide protection for plants easily damaged by high winds.
Evergreens can also provide welcome shade during the hot days of summer. While plant descriptions may say a plant
needs full sun, that description does not necessarily refer to high elevation and the punishing UVs we experience in
summer. Most plants welcome a bit of shade. Vegetable gardens in particular welcome some shade whether from trees,
overhead shade cloth or elevated solar panels.

Notice Changes
Adapting to change requires that you recognize what is changing. As our winters warm, we may find our first frost is later
and our last frost is earlier. This will lengthen the growing season. But to know if these changes are happening requires
that you keep track to help with your planning for next season’s garden. Planting earlier can allow plants to become
more established before the intense heat of summer.
Don’t forget about the unexpected severe low temperatures and frosts that may suddenly visit us in the fall or spring.
While your growing season may be lengthening you should be prepared to protect your plants from the occasional
extreme lows.
Some climate changes can bring with it new pressures from insects, diseases, or invasive plants. Local extension agents
are likely to be a reliable source of information about new threats we face.

New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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Get Help from Nature
Creating a pollinator-friendly space can help in many ways. Most insects are beneficials and very few are truly pests.
Inviting beneficials into your garden will pollinate your plants and many of them will feast on the few pests that may be
trying to attack your plants. The key to a successful pollinator garden is having a diversity of plant offerings that offer
attractive blooms from spring through fall. This is especially important as some plants may be more adapted to the
extreme heat of our summers.
Remember your garden is a process rather than an end product.

A Few Resources:
Albuquerque Water Authority. 505outside.com offers information using water wisely. Also, they offer a guide to
waterwise landscaping https://www.505outside.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Final_ABCWUA-IrrigationGuide_REDUCED.pdf
Bernalillo County Master Composters. This organization offers free classes to help home gardeners learn to set up
backyard composting systems. https://aces.nmsu.edu/county/bernalillomastercomposter/index.html
Growing the Southwest Garden by Judith Phillips (2015).
Low Impact Development in the Middle Rio Grande Watershed. This coalitions offers valuable resources including
workshops on water conservation. https://aridlidcoalition.org/
Rainwater Harvesting information is available from the Office of the New Mexico State Engineer
https://www.ose.state.nm.us/WUC/PDF/rainwater-harvesting.pdf
What you can do about climate change: Advice to Gardeners from a Climate Change Expert. David Wolfe, Cornell
professor of horticulture. https://cals.cornell.edu/david-w-wolfe
Xerces Society. The organization offers numerous resources about beneficial insects and tips on attracting them to your
garden. https://xerces.org/
New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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Plant leaves spark with electricity during thunderstorms —
could be altering our air quality in unpredictable ways
By Harry Baker

– Live Science - October 2022

During thunderstorms, leaves from trees and other plants create mini electric discharges
that can significantly alter the surrounding air quality.
Researchers are unsure if this is beneficial or harmful.
Electrical discharges given off by the leaves of plants during a thunderstorm can significantly alter the
surrounding air quality. When lightning flashes above, plants on the ground may respond in kind.
Scientists have long been aware that plants and trees can emit small, visible electric discharges from the tips
of their leaves when the plants are trapped beneath the electrical fields generated by thunderstorms high
overhead. These discharges, known as coronas, are sometimes visible as faint, blue sparks that glow around
charged objects.
Now, new research suggests those plant-based sparks may be altering the surrounding air quality in ways
never recognized before. But whether the impacts of these minishocks in the atmosphere are positive or
negative remains unclear.
In the study, published Aug. 9 in the Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres, researchers recreated the
electrical fields from thunderstorms in a laboratory and analyzed the coronas given off by eight plant species
under a range of conditions. The results showed that all of the coronas created a high abundance of radicals —
chemicals containing unpaired electrons that are highly reactive with other compounds — which can
significantly alter the surrounding air quality.
"While little is known about how widespread these discharges are, we estimate that coronas generated on
trees under thunderstorms could have substantial impacts on the surrounding air," lead study author Jena
Jenkins, an atmospheric scientist at Penn State University, said in a statement.
The two radicals given off by the plant coronas are hydroxyl (OH) and hydroperoxyl (HO2), both of which are
negatively charged and are known to oxidize, or steal electrons from, a number of different chemical
compounds, thereby transforming them into other molecules. The researchers were particularly interested in
the concentrations of hydroxyl radicals because they have a greater impact on air quality.
"The hydroxyl radical contributes to the total atmospheric oxidation of many atmospheric pollutants," study
co-author William Brune a meteorologist at Penn State University, said in the statement.
For example, if a hydroxyl radical reacts with greenhouse gases, such as methane, then it can remove the
damaging molecules from the atmosphere and help combat climate change, Brune said. But if the same
radical reacts with oxygen, it can create ozone, which, despite playing an important role in the upper
atmosphere, is toxic to humans. The radicals can also create aerosol particles that harm air quality, he added.
New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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Coronas can be seen discharging at the tips of leaves during the experiments. Photo: Penn State
This is not the first time that researchers have shown the link between thunderstorms and hydroxyl radicals.
In 2021, a research team led by Brune found that lightning was a major progenitor of hydroxyl radicals in the
atmosphere. In their paper, published in the journal Science the team theorized that thunderstorms could be
directly responsible for up to one-sixth of the hydroxyl radicals in the atmosphere.
In September, another team led by Brune released a follow-up study, published in the journal Earth,
Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, that showed coronas produced by metallic objects such as telephone
poles and transmission towers produce a slightly higher level of hydroxyl radicals than plant coronas.
However, the levels of radicals produced by plant and artificial coronas are both significantly less than those
produced directly from lightning.
"Even though the charge generated by the [plant] corona was weaker than the sparks and lightning we looked
at before, we still saw extreme amounts of this hydroxy radical being made," Jenkins said.
Researchers want to continue studying these coronas in greater detail to fully understand the effect they have
on localized air quality and on a wider global scale.
"The hydroxyl radical is the atmosphere's most important cleanser," Jenkins said. "So having a better
accounting of where this stuff is being made can give us a more complete understanding of what's happening.
Other studies suggest that thunderstorms may become more frequent and powerful due to the effects of
human-caused climate change, so understanding the effects of thunderstorms on air quality is vital, she
added.
During the experiments, the team made another discovery that could help accelerate this field of research:
The leafy discharges gave off sharp spikes of ultraviolet radiation. This could allow the team to indirectly study
where coronas are occurring in the field and measure their effects on nearby air quality.
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Butternut Squash –
When to Harvest and Prepare
When should I harvest butternut squash?
Answer from Iowa State University
Butternut squash are mature (ready to harvest) when the skin is hard (can’t be
punctured with the thumbnail) and uniformly tan in color. When harvesting,
leave a 1-inch stem on each fruit.
After harvesting, cure butternut squash at a temperature of 80 to 85 degrees Fahrenheit and a relative
humidity of 80 to 85 percent for 10 to 14 days. Curing helps to harden the skin and heal any cuts and
scratches.
After curing, store butternut squash in a cool, dry, well-ventilated location. Storage temperatures should be
50 to 55 degrees Fahrenheit. Do not store squash near apples, pears, or other ripening fruit. Ripening fruit
release ethylene gas which shortens the storage life of squash.
When properly cured and stored, the storage life of butternut squash is approximately 2 to 3 months.

HOW TO PREPARE AND USE BUTTERNUT SQUASH
FROM: FORKS OVER KNIVES
Before cooking butternut squash, wash it thoroughly under cool running water. Your next steps will depend on how the
squash will be used.
If you’re just planning to scoop out the flesh for a puree, save yourself the trouble of peeling. Simply cut squash in half
lengthwise; remove the seeds and fibrous material from the inside cavity using a spoon; and place the halves cut-sidedown on a parchment-lined baking sheet. Roast in a 400°F oven for 45 minutes or until the skin begins to soften and a
knife can easily be inserted into the flesh.
For all other uses, first peel and cut the squash using the steps below.

PEELING AND CUTTING A SQUASH
Choose a sharp chef’s knife. Carefully hold the squash lengthwise on a cutting board to stabilize it; then cut off the
neck (the small end) of the butternut squash.
Cut the neck end into rounds, the rounds into sticks, and the sticks into cubes. Cut the base in half lengthwise and
scoop out the seeds. Slice each side into half-moons and then into cubes.

New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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QUICK SERVING IDEAS
•

•
•
•

Halve a butternut squash lengthwise, remove seeds, and place cut-side-down on a parchment-lined baking
sheet. Bake at 400°F for 45 minutes or until a knife can easily be inserted into the flesh. Scoop out the flesh and
mash it in a large bowl with a little pure maple syrup and cinnamon.
Use mashed or pureed butternut squash as part of a casserole or as an egg replacer in baked goods such as
muffins, pies, and cakes (¼ cup pureed squash equals’ egg).
Add cubes to soups, stews, or chili.
Steam cubes and toss with tamari, ginger, and pumpkin seeds.

SIMPLE BASIC BUTTERNUT SQUASH SOUP RECIPE
The following simple recipe is a delicious and nutritious way to get started!

INGREDIENTS
1 (2- to 3-pound) butternut squash, peeled and seeded
6¼ cups low-sodium vegetable broth
1 onion, diced
Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper, to taste
½ teaspoon ground nutmeg

INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Cut squash into 1-inch pieces.
2. In a large pot over medium heat, add 2 tablespoons of the vegetable broth. Add onion, salt, pepper, and nutmeg.
Sauté until onion is translucent, approximately 5 minutes, stirring frequently and adding more broth, 1 to 2
tablespoons at a time, as needed to prevent sticking.
3. Add squash and 6 cups broth. Bring to boiling, then reduce heat and simmer for 20 minutes, or until squash is
tender. Allow to cool for 10 minutes.
4. Puree mixture carefully using an immersion blender or by transferring to a blender in batches and then returning
to pot.
5. Just before serving, simmer until warmed through.
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Butternut Squash Mac and Cheese with Broccoli
Spiced butternut squash blended with nutritional yeast and a little plant milk makes a delightfully rich and
“cheesy” sauce for pasta and broccoli. Pumpkin, acorn squash, or delicta squash will also work in this recipe.

To make this recipe gluten-free, chose a whole grain pasta made with rice, corn, and/or quinoa

INGREDIENTS
•

1 medium butternut squash (1¾ lb.)

•

1 onion, finely chopped (1 cup)

•

4 cloves garlic, minced

•

½ teaspoon finely chopped fresh thyme

•

2 cups unsweetened, unflavored plant milk, such as almond, soy, cashew, or rice

•

2 tablespoons nutritional yeast

•

1 tablespoon white wine vinegar

•

¼ teaspoon sea salt

•

⅛ teaspoon freshly ground black pepper

•

3 cups dried whole grain penne pasta (8 oz.)

•

3 cups small broccoli florets

•

Fresh basil leaves

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Peel squash; halve squash and remove seeds. Cut squash into large pieces. Place squash pieces in a
steamer basket in a large pan. Add water to saucepan to just below basket. Bring to boiling. Steam,
covered, about 12 minutes or until tender.
2. Heat a large saucepan over medium. Add onion, garlic, thyme, and ¼ cup water to pan. Cook about 10
minutes or until onion is tender, stirring occasionally and adding water, 1 to 2 Tbsp. at a time, as needed to
prevent sticking.
3. Transfer onion mixture to a blender. Add squash and the next five ingredients (through pepper). Cover and
blend until smooth. Pour squash mixture into a large saucepan.
4. Cook pasta according to package directions, adding broccoli for the last 5 minutes of cooking; drain. Add
drained pasta and broccoli to squash mixture; toss to coat. Serve warm topped with fresh basil.
New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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Recap Of Annual Meeting & 2022 Intern Graduation
On October 22, 2022, Sandoval Extension Master Gardeners met, in person, for the first time in three years
to celebrate the graduating class of 2022 and to update our members on the latest information from the
Advisory Council. The full slide desk is available on our website under the member tab and password. Here
are a few highlights:
1. Rachel Zweig came in as new Sandoval County Agricultural Agent
2. Lynda Garvin is the new State Master Gardener Coordinator
3. Master Classes for MG Veterans have started (advanced level classes open only to Veterans)
4. Instituted succession planning for leadership positions – one year terms; vice chair moves to chair the
second year
5. Recognized four new Life Members
– Members who have served as
Master Gardeners for 14 years
Jae Reibe (left)
Penny Davis (center)
Mirim Joseph (right))
Loren Meinz (not shown)

6. Special Recognition for Judy Jacobs who became a Master Gardener in 1988 – 34 years ago. Even though
she earned her Life Member nineteen years ago she is still one of our most active members. She developed a
science curriculum for Corrales Elementary 5 th graders centered around flower and vegetable gardening. She
then created and led a team that worked with students weekly throughout the school year.
Annually she offers very popular seed starting classes.
Last year she developed and taught the perennial plants class for the State Master Gardener program for
interns statewide. She plans to continue offering this class annually to interns statewide.
She provides her team members with written plant information and demonstrations.
She mentors interns and continues to be a source of expertise for anyone with questions or plant problems.
Judy designed the pollinator garden for the Corrales Library. Most recently Judy designed the edible Storybook
garden for the Corrales Library.
New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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7. Five and Ten year member pins were distributed – if you were not there to pick up your pin, contact Meg
Hunn to get it.
8. Celebrated the plant sale income of $2,997 – that is a new record and one we are eager to exceed in 2023
9. Giant check for $336,428.35 the value of current year SEMG volunteer hours to the community – will be
sharing at the county commissioners meeting.

10. Twenty -four interns successfully completed the classwork, and volunteer hours to graduate as new
Sandoval Master Gardeners. Congratulations class of 2022!

2022 New SEMG Graduates
Carol Breckenridge

Donnie Hall

Stephanie Perea

Sue Bond

Lily Hofsta

Adrienne Smith

Teresa Miller Bessette

Ray Iturralde

Diana Schultz

Tracy Bogard

Angela Krier

Justin Simmons

Brenda Colburn

Fredine Koenig

Nancy Smith

Pat DeSalvo

Lisa M. Miller

Robin Shay

Joan Ellis

Daniel Nickerson

Judy Townsend

Mark Guerin

John Parziale

Janet M. Weber

Team One with mentors

Team Two with mentors
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Team Three with mentors

Team Four with mentors

11. New members of the Advisory Council took up their roles

Meg Buerkel Hunn – Chair
Ginger Golden – Vice Chair
Beth Murphy – Treasurer
After the meeting members enjoyed the opportunity to socialize in the courtyard.
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HELP WANTED #1
Education Committee – Videographer/Film Editor
For the 2022/2023 SEMG business year we will be filming guest lectures on advanced training topics. To record these
sessions we are seeking members with experience and/or interest in videography and film editing. For more information
please contact John Thompson, via his contact information in the member directory.

HELP WANTED #2
We still have need of volunteers to cover the Helpline this is online, from the comfort of your own home.
Each week of coverage earns 10 hours of Outreach credit. For more information contact Penny Lindgren or
Sandra Liakus via their email or phone numbers in the member roster.

HELP WANTED #3
While the weather is starting to cool down and you’d rather be inside – We have a deal for you!

Interior plants at the Sandoval County Administration Building need watering.
Contact Edie Francis via the member site roster for details

2021-2022 Individual Volunteer Hours Are Still Due – Even If
You Missed The 1 September Official Deadline
REMINDER TO ALL MEMBERS and GRADUATES – complete the survey sent to you. We want to share
how much we’ve done in the past year!
`

http://sandovalmastergardeners.org/semg-members/members-only-information/
Under TIME KEEPING
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